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Abstract-There are number of data sources available on the 
web i.e. there are collections of data that are distributed across 
multiple physical locations but these deep web contents are 
only accessible through query interfaces. In response to user 
query, too many results are return in response, so this paper 
presents a framework to solve the problem of data extraction 
and ranking. Ranking calculates by probabilities of attribute 
for query in particular user and in overall data and then find 
mean of both probabilities. Then ranking is done according to 
mean probability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of network technology, the way of 
web information is stored is changed from HTML to 
database. Basically there are two types of web: surface web 
and deep web. Surface web can be easily accessible through 
conventional search engines since this information are static 
which means you get the same set of information with the 
same query but deep web i.e. invisible or hidden contents 
are not retrieved through conventional search engines. The 
deep web information is stored in searchable databases; 
these databases produce results dynamically after 
processing user requests. Due to this deep web there is large 
number of web databases available; so problem faced by 
users is data extraction corresponding to given query and 
also too many results returned for a submitted query. For 
example, when a user submits a query to search for a car 
within 400 km of Delhi with a price between Rs 3, 00,000 
and Rs 7, 00,000, 10,500 records are returned; so to find the 
best deal, user has to go through this long list, which is 
tedious and time-consuming task. Also, for e.g. consider a 
database with attributes home_id, price, bedroom, 
bathroom, view and each row represent home to sale in 
India. A home buyer search for home with view=garden 
may result in many records in answer since many homes 
with garden in India. Most databases rank their query 
results in ascending or descending order according to single 
attribute or many users probably consider multiple attribute 
simultaneously.  

In this paper, we prepare a framework to tackle the problem 
of data extraction and many-query-result problem; since for 
large set of queries given by varied classes of users is when 
involved then corresponding results should be ranked in 
user and query dependent approach. For ranking 
probabilities of attribute for query in particular user and in 
overall data is calculated and then find mean of both 

probabilities is calculates. Then ranking is done according 
to mean probability. There are many techniques available 
on query dependent approach but no one is dependent on 
query across user.  

II. RELATED WORK 

A novel approach was proposed to realize the effective 
schema extraction of source query interface [2]. The 
important task towards this goal is schema extraction of 
source query interface in which a pre-clustering algorithm 
with proper grouping patterns to obtain partial clustering of 
attributes was presented. This method was basically to build 
an integrated query interface over the sources to free the 
users from the details of individual sources. The task 
involved three main steps: schema extraction, schema 
matching and schema merging. 

A deep web query interface discovery method was 
proposed based on ordinal regression model [12]. This 
strategy puts web page classifier, link info extractor, and 
link features learner together. In the process of crawling 
web pages are classified through ordinal regression model 
based page classifier , estimate whether web page layer the 
same as corresponding link layer and feed the result back to 
link feature learner then, link features learner extracts 
features of active link, and make use of these features to 
extract most promising links in each layer.  

A deep web integration system based on visual query 
integration system was proposed [15]. This is capable of 
transforming web query interfaces into hierarchically 
structured representations, of classifying into application 
domains and of matching the elements of different 
interfaces. This system has framework like structure such 
that other developers can reuse its components. 

A novel query and user dependent approach for ranking 
query results in web databases was proposed [1]. The 
ranking model based on two complementary notions of user 
and query similarity, to derive a ranking function for a 
given user query was proposed. Query similarity is 
estimated using either of the proposed metrics- query 
condition or query result. User similarity is calculated by 
comparing individual ranking functions over a set of 
common queries between users. Each model can be applied 
independently, and then also proposed a unified model to 
determine an improved ranking function. 
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Fig. 1 Proposed System 
 

 

A novel approach to rank the query results based on user 
query was proposed [17]. Then speculated how much user 
cares about each attribute and assign a corresponding 
weight to it. Then, for each row in the query result, each 
attribute value is assigned a score according to its 
desirableness to the user; these attribute value scores are 
combined according to the attribute weights to get a final 
ranking score for each row; row with the top ranking scores 
are presented to the user first. Ranking method is domain 
independent and requires no user feedback. An approach is 
basically for E-commerce web databases to rank the rows in 
the query results. It is an attribute importance learning 
approach which is domain independent and query adaptive. 

A strict partial order semantics for preferences which 
closely matches people intuition was proposed [11]. This 
model covered various natural and sophisticated 
preferences. This model showed how to inductively 
construct complex preferences by means of various 
preference constructors. With the help of best matches only 
query model how complex preference queries can be 
decomposed into simpler ones was investigated and 
preparing the ground for divide & conquer algorithms. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A system is designed to tackle the problem of data 
extraction and ranking when there are many records are 
returned in response to user query. A system is designed as 
a framework consisting of loosely coupled components; the 
system is depicted in figure 1. The key components are: 

Source selector component: This component determines the 
domain based on query interfaces but the set of interfaces 
for different domain is already known. 

Source extractor component: This component extracts the 
source data from selector component. 

Deep web crawler component: This component fetches the 
data from different domains and also maintains the user and 
query information for later retrieving of ranking component 
information.  

Schema matching component: This component matches the 
query condition from different domain for data extraction. 

Schema fetcher component: This component fetches the 
data based on query condition from different domains and 
also fetches the data based on rank calculator. 

Source Rank calculator component: This calculates the 
ranking function based on user and query. Ranking function 
calculates by probabilities of attribute for query in 
particular user and in overall data and then calculate mean 
of both probabilities. Ranking is done according to mean 
probability. 

User query output component: This component display the 
output in structured format with query result ranking based 
on user and query. 
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IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

There are number of users such that U={U1,U2,......Un} 
who making search for finding the data of interest that there 
have single user  U can prepare a query q={q1,q2,.....qm} in 
order to find relevant data. The following step taken place 

Input: D=Data table 
            Q= Query database 
            Uq= Current user giving input query 
Output: listed results in ranking order 
 
STEP ONE: 
qLu= Find users query(Q); 
for each element in qLu 

query probability by user, Pu = query

query count
 

end for 
 
STEP TWO: 
For each query in Q 

Query probability,Pq = query	  

end for 
 
STEP THREE: 
Combined Probability Pc = Pu+Pq

2
 

STEP FOUR: 
T= Sort(Q,Pc) 
 
STEP FIVE: 
F= Get firstelement of T 
 
STEP SIX: 
Select * from D where Uq orderby F 
 
STEP SEVEN: 
List results 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Graph for execution time required by the system to execute 
the number of documents is given below:  

 

Fig. 2 Time Consumption 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a novel ranking approach for many query 
result ranking problem for user and query dependent 
approach is proposed and defined the ranking function 
based on probabilities of attribute for query in particular 
user and in overall data and then mean of both probabilities 
is calculated. Ranking is done according to mean 
probability and practicality of our implementation for real 
life databases is demonstrated.  

Our work brings forth additional challenge that is the cost 
of building and maintaining the mediator forms and 
mapping is high. 
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